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Shift Update 20/8 
Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl  
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Ready to experience Interstellar Uploads, your individual transformational passage has opened its 

seals and your new route of migration in the higher time measurements has begun. 

 

 

You already feel it and you may perceive, in the complexity of the change, a great restlessness, 

insecurity or overwhelm, frustration, fear or resistance and pain or emptiness- your old way of 

being is behind you and your new one is still alien to you, your earthly mind, clouding your clear 

vision. 

 

 

Superficial modification will not reduce anything, it requires total transformation. 

 

 

It is time to take your sovereignty and the responsibility that comes with it, to become aware of 

your power, your creation, your free will and to awaken your calling, which is perpetuated in your 

core wound, to master your soul lesson. 

 

 

This stage is incredibly powerful but not everyone is moving through this current point in time and 

yet, there is a time in everyone's ascension journey when a certain point is finally reached so that 

the initiations of the new begin. 

 

 

http://www.mahajyoti.vision/
http://www.zeropoint-news.com/


What you have worked on over the many decades is so great that you need to transmute at the 

lowest possible level. Your core vibrational frequency, your emotional body, your identity and the 

sensation of slipping apart while alive, that you don't even know who you really are any more and 

your true birth, that of your luminous creation essence for you, very individually barely visible, 

bring you closer to your reality than to any time existence before. 

 

Which means, it is only when you dive deep down into your core, into your core wound and awaken 

your calling and begin to follow it, that you are able to enter into greater alignment with your 

aspect of creation, your soul essence. 

 

 

Sovereign embodiment of soul essence means no longer dimming the encoded fundamental 

frequency, no longer compromising, in collective movements, cults, human fomented dynamics, 

linear constructs. 

 

 

Consciousness creates different frequencies that allow it to manifest into the current reality. 

 

 

Go into your qualifying space, it is time to listen to your heart to harmonise with the universal 

energies of creation. Listen to your heart and initiate, create your electromagnetic imprint that 

serves to attract the subtle messages of all the spiritual emissaries of Source Energy, your spiritual 

guidance for your life mastery. 

 

 

All the luminous energy roads, connecting routes around you are filled with the whispers of your 

guides. Smell, taste, see and hear the signs, symbols, phenomena and triggers. 

 

Harvest time - the most beautiful treasures of your integrity are already there, the greatest gift you 

can give to your and all the world and reality is 

YOUR HIGHEST SELF 

 

Greetings from the holiday sky 

 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

Current Update 17/8 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 17 August 2021  

 

 

Conception - taking and giving - giving and taking - the unity consciousness of the collective and 

the actual expression of self-worth, togetherness and eye-level. 

 

 

Buckle up, fasten your seat belts, the last two weeks of August will take many of us to the next 

level of our lives. The collective rebirth of unity consciousness. 

 

 

This process will first and foremost bring to the surface the stored toxic media of ethical 

togetherness, the expression of self and its lived actual value. 

 

 

After this output, it will feel stagnant, as if there is a lack of growth. This is because all encodings 

in the core of the heart, in the bio-engineering of the light body, in the swapping of templates of 

the new lumination level need some rest/regeneration. 

 

 



Use this small window to carefully prepare and focus on greater goals. 

Right now you are in a great arc to embody your authentic sovereign of what you really want to be 

in this life. 

 

 

Each peak moment of detachment reached brings to the surface the chaos and poison we are 

detaching from. 

 

 

The plateau reveals what we are no longer aligned with and what is no longer meant to remain in 

our realm of being. 

 

The recent peak reveals why we are out of harmony with certain interactions 

(situations/people/operations) to the core of creation. 

 

 

The arc has been taut since the 24/7 (1st Aquarian Full Moon), but each arc has infinite threads of 

sequence, which in turn are filled from the cradle of our habitable system with plasma light 

encodings, iridescent pastel, pearlescent rainbow vibrations of the Celestial Realm to stimulate 

earthlings to move in the greatest chaos and its triggers, to be able to view all with the highest 

lens of love of our Heart Self. 

 

Truly, there is not much left to realign the cosmic-earthly balance to a new level. All inhabitants of 

this sphere of life have been provided with a great deal of informed star-coding and opportunity, 

many have abundantly accepted. 

 

The interaction of interaction is to accept this love of creation in every form of life, to pass it on 

through all forms of life, creates the balance of polarity. 

 

When we understand that our Self holds the rarest superpower in this world, the capacity of 

humanity, all practices of collective manipulators no longer have a breeding ground. 

 

If we meet ourselves with love, respect and mindfulness, we accept and embrace our divinity, our 

light with all that makes us. 

 

If we understand that our light creates our reality and our entire perception of this world, we can 

also pass on this radiance. We understand the mechanics of the reflection of the ether of light - I 

am you and you are me - you and I can never lack anything, because we meet at eye level - in 

oneness with the Omniverse. 

 

 

Our biosphere is advancing and the sequence threads are enabling a much faster light dynamic so 

that the manifest celestial sphere of the new aeon can be embodied. 

 

 

Since 2017/11/2 more specifically in the events of 21/7 (Aquarian New Moon to21/8/Solar Eclipse) 

there have been core frequency dissonances of collective change and self-expression in the 

authentic Sovereign belonging to different time lineages that have now split in recent weeks. 

 

 

At that time, the teaching content encoded personal sovereignty and self-love to learn to embody 

an enhanced authentic life mission with confidence and grace. Now (in the last few weeks) the 

plateau build-ups for setting the course have once again increased in intensity, will continue and 

we must be ready to let go of all that needs to fall away. 

 

 

Each angelic embodied energy of creation, each individual chooses their own path of light body 

connection, their own trajectory, their own individual direction to test their best version of creation 

with the tsunami force of Uranus' revolutionary shift, which we have learned during the upheavals 

of the last 48 months to bring more stability to the course of our life mission. 

 



 

To integrate the new level, the hurdle of inferiority on the goal straight must be overcome. 

This hurdle manifests as the tendency to look down on others who are perceived in one's own 

illusion as not as consciously advanced or awakened. 

 

The trap of superiority can be seen as a subtle feeling of being better than others/the other that, 

according to the individual distorted ego perception, does not/can not want to be seen on the same 

spiritual level, at eye level. 

 

 

In more extreme cases, this trap can appear as the tendency to fight a dark battle on other 

earthlings with the most repugnant, lowest ethical understanding in order to harvest as much 

lightful energy as possible during this split for oneself, the distorted ego. 

 

The collective is on the verge of a massive breakthrough where the false masculine projection from 

the core of childhood is collapsing. 

 

Many of you will feel a shifting dynamic with your fathers so you can really see the mirror of your 

own masculine wounds through this reflection. 

 

You recognise your own through the figure of father flaws and come to understand the narcissistic 

templates running through your DNA so that your hidden shadows are allowed to dive into deeper 

relief and fully accept and transmute the pain between polarities for inner and outer union. 

 

One of the greatest upheavals the masculine polarity has been stuck in is the rejection of the 

matrix. This is permanently reflected when separations in previous, as well as current incarnations, 

could not be accepted by the masculine energy. Need deprivation and pain-pleasure reaction 

caused by the matrix, even when the distortion of the masculine polarity begins to heal, there is an 

essential rejection of the matrix for life on Earth. An occurrence because the masculine needs, both 

internal and external, have not experienced the right path to manifestation in evolution. 

 

The pleasure response that comes from the matrix (embedding medium of evolution of this 

template of life) is completely rejected. When the pain pleasure reaction is aligned by the new 

masculine polarity, the pain pulling or rather the pain tugging stops in the first energy base 

organ/root chakra in the self. 

 

The iridic life is based on giving and receiving in all levels. 

 

 

So these peaks bring reverberating conflicts as quanta are redistributed. 

 

 

Successions of new energy record wave storms are not pleasant in any way and yet authentic 

collective change will now re-solidify. 

 

 

The key is to return to grace and defend peace from the distorted controlling energies of 

consciousness, to free oneself from the webs of disgrace and anchor oneself more deeply into the 

pulsating jewel of the heart core to be infused with the All-encompassing Love of Creation. 

 

 

The upcoming Blue Full Moon on 22/8 - the second in Aquarius in 5 - exerts a strong vibrational 

effect on self-expression and will dissolve and complete what was activated at the last Aquarian 

Full Moon in 11. 

 

It merges with the iridescent rainbow sequences and the White Diamond photons of the Central 

Sun of our Galaxy , arcs to Andromeda and all together encode the higher template of 

consciousness dimension of our light body. 

 

 



This navigation already feels very intense every single whole day since 24/7 and all biosphere 

dwellers have since been able to integrate many adjustments with sometimes more and sometimes 

less grace to now be allowed to flow without control in the Panta Rhei and to climb into the 

enjoyment of the new conscious outlook. 

 

 

Some sensitivities in the Human Design of this phase are 

 

- old fears creating new ones, mood swings - negative thought blossoms, depressive episodes 

followed by bliss (similar to mania), emotional outbursts, digestive problems, hyperacidity, air and 

water retention, haemorrhages, reduced bone density -(to the point of accelerated deterioration), 

body vibration, heat episodes followed by cold episodes (miasma breakdown)- migraine (atlas 

medulla oblongata, frontal cortex bilaterally), brain fog, Amnesia, fatigue, hyperactivity, drastic 

changes in sleep patterns, moist palms and feet, back pain, bronchitis, sore throats, blurred vision, 

sensitivity to light (reality becomes more radiant due to photon flooding of the mother -sphere and 

its grid) Tooth and jaw inflammation, hypothyroidism/hyperthyroidism, itchy skin rash (similar to 

herpes), sudden nausea, food intolerances, diurnal weight fluctuations (tangent time). Weight 

fluctuations (tangent timeline collapses and multi-real shifts) head symphonies(epiphysis and 

pituitary alignment and alignment) neck tension, bone fractures, general muscle tension (cramps) 

emerging hematomas, bursitis, joint pain. 

 

 

Heartfelt greetings from holiday heaven 

J.A. 

03Aug 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+++Current Update 3/8+++ 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidl on 3 August 2021 
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Since yesterday we have already been climbing one tower moment after another, building step by 

step the zenith of the summit moment to the Lion's Gate. 

 

Do you feel this so unbelievably powerful shifting arc tension Earth- Sun- Sirius- Alcyone- Galactic 

Centre- Orion 

 

It is as if you climb each and every one of the Seven Summits (hikers and mountaineers among 

you know about these blissful strains) from sea level 0 and immediately arc to the next. And all this 

at a marathon speed that is neither physically nor mentally familiar to you. 

 

We are experiencing the highest density of concentration for the week in 50 years in this energy of 

amplification. How we use and receive this energy is up to us alone. 

 

A spatially limited phase in which you must openly give your all, to fully trust in your power. Are 

you ready to support with impact and purity of heart? 

 

To remain sure-footed on our path of the heart, we must be open. Openness in the face of 

discomfort requires conscious presence and a mindful attitude in the magic of merging macro-

microcosm events. 

 

It takes courage to walk the planet with an unconditionally open heart, to be fully seen in our 

vulnerability as well as our refined mastery, especially when the terrain is uncomfortable, 

unfamiliar or unpredictable. 



 

When old hurts or wounds resurface, old muscle memories or familiar sensations of the past are 

activated, it is especially easy to slip into the old shoes and fall into historical sensations of pain. 

 

If you engage in thoughts of doubt and fear, the result will reflect energy through lack. 

 

Openness in the face of discomfort requires conscious presence and an attitude of courage. 

It is easy to live openness when we are allowed to gratefully recognise luminous things that touch 

our heart. However, it is even more important to live openness when moments of crisis pile up and 

nothing goes as we expect. 

 

In every living being there is a naturally authentic creative spark of brilliance. Completely 

autonomous of what our defined task is in this life, this inherent luminous essence is in constant 

circulation and radiates into our aura. 

 

We glow exponentially when our hearts are open. However, we can also dull or dim our essence 

when our heart is closed or dissolved -it makes us invisible. 

 

If being visible and shining brightly germinates feelings of vulnerability, self-doubt or insecurity, 

now is the time to heal these imprints and reorient towards individual divine authentic expression. 

 

The permission to be seen in high definition, full sound and multidimensional expression comes 

from within. 

 

You must allow yourself this worthiness and not be afraid to claim space for your inner light. 

 

This zenith calls us as never before to play the note we have wanted to play since the beginning. 

The collective activation of heartfelt expression unlocks a higher octave of universal potential ready 

to be born on the planet. 

 

Pay special attention to what you manifest at this time, for you will be able to manifest anything at 

will. Every kick, every intention creates an immediate reality that cannot be stopped. 

 

Many of you earthlings have already learned in your childhood days that love could only be 

experienced in a limited way and that love can leave you at any time. Many of you had to prove 

yourselves again and again to be "good enough" for your environment. In doing so, your own 

emotions were denied and instead of love a structure of fear was created - fear of abandonment, 

which dimmed your own circulating beacon through apology. 

 

The truth is, you never have to apologise for your limits, needs, emotions, visions. Even if, through 

your self-empowerment, it puts those around you in uncertainty. Strengthened self-confidence 

means letting sovereignty shine. 

 

The final revelation of your authentic sovereign is when you shine true mindfulness through your 

eyes, enliven true mindfulness through your mind into action, move with true mindfulness into 

experiences and aliveness that stimulate and stretch your mind into fusion, then systematically the 

karma of your DNA transforms into pure essence - into the sovereign of the infinite potential of 

creation. 

 

Physically you may feel extremely exhausted and need extra reinforcement as resources are being 

used up much faster at this time. Tinnitus, headaches, diarrhoea, cough, runny nose, heavy body, 

radically altered sleep patterns. Mental frustration, depression, trapped in negative rondel, past 

memories or current past issue rebound are the expression of physical and mental pain clearing 

aimed at individual evolution. 

 

Don't rebel against it, don't fight it with everything you know, that intensifies this field of 

experience many times over - take as much time out as possible, nurture your soul, your senses, 

your body. 

 

Use the frequency of water, increase your daily fluid intake, go swimming or watch waves, play 

with the colour frequency blue turquoise blue or wear a Larimar if possible. Use Yoga Nidra, pay 



special attention to light food and use the frequency of the morning hours to upload the star codes 

( efficiency is maintained even when it is cloudy). 

J.A. 

 

 

Shift Update 30/7 - 30/8 

 

 

Posted by Jada Alesandra Seidlon July 30, 20214 Comments  
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August is all about convalescence and crystal clarity - Starcode 183411. 

 

In this fierce high-frequency current tempo of August, some challenges and confusion will show up 

on our tempo-rich sailing turn. 

 

The year of the yellow electric seed directs the heart accent to our place in the greater community 

and has already activated a new marker in your experiential journey ( solar plexus) with the first 

major fluid shifts. 

 

We are all being called to clear the things that no longer match our current state of being, that we 

can't/won't accept -detox in all areas of life and spaces. 

 

What and who really lights you up and lets you authentically create your life as sovereign. 

 

For this purpose, the great space airport Sirius has once again increased its capacities, in direct 

connection with the Central Sun, and will reach the absolute maximum of high frequency 

transmissions on 8/8. 

Until then, we Earthlings are asked to realise that the effort is not to seek our very essence of the 

energy of our creation, but to welcome the ego as a part of us. 

 

It is important over the next two weeks to keep reminding yourself to come into the flow state so 

that the high frequency downloads can flow into you and the DNA without great foundlings of 

resistance. 

As all light bodies activate, the seeds of potential, the electrifying bright yellow seeds will begin to 

germinate within you. 

 

Your individual energy of eternal being of eternity is not bound by physical/anatomical limitation, it 

transcends all space and time and has consciously interwoven this individual body dress with all 

experiential palettes and levels of being with your true light and its infinite greatness. 

 

You are literally a living embodiment of the entire Omniverse. 

 

In your entire earthly process towards the true light-filled charismatic potential of your creation, 

you walk through inner and outer perception which generates your container through attitude-

action of your personality. 

 

The last cycle (especially the last 18 months) in the ascending spiral has triggered a deep 

metamorphosis within us through the energy of chaos and disorder and created a whole new 

sublime sacred space level with 22/7. 

 

Perhaps it has already happened or is happening at this time, but certainly in the next few weeks of 

August many earthlings, also from your childhood school or early life path, will therefore cross you 

and push your boundaries to lift resources and possibilities that were activated in the past cycle - 

on the level of conscious emotion and mind - into a new level of convalescence on the heart level 

and replace all the old kind of masculine energy with a completely new fine, balanced, delicate self-

awareness, balanced, delicate self-awareness of masculine creation energy birthing/materialising 

transformed in the biosphere and defining new boundaries of earthly being (a great sign showing 

you what interaction, relationship, situation your new lifted boundary needs to move further up 

your royal path). 

 



You are diligently striving to raise your frequency and live in a state of soul positivity, but you 

cannot if you continue to digest things that do not serve your greater good, if you continue to build 

on the comfort zone of the familiar and do not accept the leap into the unknown with abandon. 

 

You are currently at a starting point where present and past timelines are merging - you may be 

experiencing very real dream or astral journeys into the parallel plane of your being and 

experiencing approaching certain personal interaction spaces in different ways. 

 

Karmic fragments need complete acceptance to be fully embodied. This means that you need to 

fully acknowledge the pain in the memory of your chakra system and accept the things that you 

were made to be - during your unconscious years of life - and that are distorting you in the present 

life to the point of total near-death exhaustion. 

 

If you accept that right now in a parallel timeline you are pursuing these actions so that said 

fragment can be transmuted into a unified whole, a catalysing domino effect will encode and all 

karmic fragments will begin to unify into your unified whole. 

And separation/division of the present acceptance of your personality will be transmuted into unity. 

 

The powerful tension alignment of the arc of planetary biosphere Earth with Sirius, Sun, Alcyone 

and Orion creates additional expanded energy vortices and connecting nodes in the flywheel of 

speed in the Earthling biohabitat. 

 

And New Moon (Leo) on 8/8 and the 2nd Blue Full Moon (again Aquarius- 1st - 24/7) on August 22 

round out the special August spice mix, especially the Blue Moon completes the arc of tension so 

that additional action is activated -an additional Full Moon between the Solstice and the Equinox - 

an event that only occurs every 2.7 years. 

 

As a collective, we were urged in the last cycle to review the aspects of our lives that needed 

inevitable attention and to purify and cleanse our inner selves. 

 

Now you will be more and more able to put into action all that you have been putting off for so 

long, until now. 

 

You will begin to step more into your emotional power, regain clarity, act with optimism and 

determination for your path and the number of earthlings who are fully rooted in their soul purpose 

and mission will increase significantly. 

 

Human Design physical correspondence - TIA like prolonged dizziness, pronounced amnesia states, 

piezoelectric activation to increase pressure of CSF cranial cavity ventricle, brain and spinal column 

- pronounced migraine like headaches, brief loss of vision(all the above correspondences activate 

the crystal jewel to curate the metaphysical abilities) hand and ankle pain, Water retention, Electric 

ant running, Loss of tactile sensation, Lymphatic swelling, Water retention, Skin irritation, Loss of 

appetite or exuberant eating, Entire abdomen (Emotional storage /Miasma emptying) Gonads 

(Connection, value to life as a whole /Micro /Macrocosm, Evolution solar system) Ear ringing 

(Orchestrating new field frequency) 

 

Human Design psychic correspondence- exhaustion, fatigue, altered sleep rhythm, overstimulation 

of the senses 

bursting out through mood swings, hatred, aggression, rage, exuberant actionism of negative 

expression, word-splitting of the ego, complete acceptance, peace and bliss, acting consciously 

with inner knowing, neutrality, wholeness, dissolution of judgement and evaluation, not looking at 

the single individual but accepting the many threads of interaction as a whole in the individual. 

 

Also strong hair growth, colour changes, strong nail growth, more upright posture. 

 

Chakras 1- 3 - 4 - 5- 7- 8 

11- 22- 44 

 

Turn days - 1 - 17- 21 - 22 - 29 

 

Portal days - 10, 12, 31 



 

Honour your Self and do not settle for half-hearted people or unhealthy energy. Honour your Self, 

use the domino effect and catalyse/connect with your peers and as one part of the whole, actively 

inspire the whole of oneness within you. 

 

To all a fantastic midsummer turn with many flow states 

 

J. A. 

 

On our own behalf - This publication originates exclusively from the spirit of the author. All 

transmissions of information from the spiritual world are to be regarded as a suggestion for your 

own reflection. All contributions are subject to copyright and may be used with reference to the 

source. 
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 Information on the current development of mankind 

  www.Zeropoint-News.com 

  

 

 Donation: Invite me for a coffee:    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.zeropoint-news.com 

which is constantly adapted to the latest information and presentations of current developments. We reproduce our own and 
external comments on the Zeropoint News. A part or the whole page has been translated by an automatic translation from 
www.deepl.com.  Pass it on to your family, friends and relatives - to everyone in all parts of the world.  Join in presenting these 
incomparable messages in many languages. This good machine translation will help you to spread them faster and better.   

Please note: Since we do it in so many languages, we cannot change the translations fundamentally. We will only revise the 
translated text if someone in our project has mastered the language.  We wish you many AHA experiences with your 
translation. 
 At the service of the project: Your Ralf A. Seger 
 

 

MahaJyoti Vision 

 

More actual information you get here  as well as earlier messages: 
www.zeropoint-news.com,    Das Neue Licht - de MahaJyoti Visión,   Der-Meister-Verlag.com 

subscribe Email-Newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

Telegram.org  canal Información und chat in Canal DE MahaJyoti Vision     +34 644532244 
               Canal ES - Zeropoint-news.coms      +34 644532244 
  Channel EN - Zeropoint-news.coms   +34 644532244 
 

 

Donation to run the service and webspace 
we apriciate everybodys help to go with  MAHAJYOTI VISION transformation project.. 

 Openbank:      IBAN ES04 2103 0168 2800 1007 3697  
 BIC / SWIFT:  UCJAES2M 
or PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
Every donation supports the project of The New Light   -   healing and transforming mankind 
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